
Identifying the Parties and Privity of Contract 

The Privity Rule 

A contract is only enforceable by a party to the contract (Tweedle v Atkinson, Coulls, Trident v McNiece). Only 
parties to the contract that are; 

1. Bound by the contract to take on the burden 
2. Able to enforce the terms of the contract to take the benefit  

The Consideration Rule – Consideration must be provided by a promise. If no consideration then it is a gift.  

Joint-Promisee – Can enforce contract even though did not provide consideration provided other promise did 
provide consideration (Coulls v Bagot’s Executor & Trustee)  

Coulls v Bagot’s Executor & Trustee 

- Mr and Mrs C agreed that company could quarry from their land in return for royalties  
- Mr and Mrs C signed contract but only Mr C named as providing consideration   
- As Mrs C not a party (or Joint Promisee) therefore Mr C’s executor to receive royalties  

Exceptions to Privity Rule 

 Legislative (s 11 PLA )  

 Specific (Insurance Contracts Act 1984)  

 Common Law Exceptions  

Common law is where a third party beneficiary can enforce intended benefits under an insurance contract  

Trident General Insurance v NcNeice (1988) 

- Blue Circle (assured) entitled to indemnity from Trident under insurance policy 
- All subsidiaries, associates, related companies, (sub)contractors or supplies included 
- McNiece was subcontractor whose employee was injured and sought indemnity under BC’s contract 
- HC found that it was an exception under common law 
- McNiece was a party to the insurance contract and could recover 
- Insurance Contracts Act amended after case  

Legislation conferring general third party enforcement rights (s11 (2) (3) PLA 1969 (WA)) 

- A third party beneficiary named in a contract may be able to enforce a promise conferring a benefit on 
them where they have not provided consideration for the promise  

- Overcomes both privity rule and consideration rule  

Westralian Farmers Co-operative v Southern Meat Packers (1981) 

- Contract between a buyer and seller of cattle stated that the buyer was to pay the purchase price to 
the stock agent 

- S 11 (2) PLA applied so stock agent enforced the clause  



Avoidance of Privity Rule 

 Enforcement of the contract by one of the parties for the benefit of the third party  

 Agency where a party is an agent of the TP 

 Trust where a party holds the benefit of contract as trustee for the TP 

 


